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Frozen, Solid
Consumer demand for innovation and lifestyle-based options
is revitalizing frozen food categories.
By Lynn Petrak

T

he frozen food case is hardly frozen in time.
Staples like chicken pot pie, green peas, garlic bread, cheese pizza and apple pie are still
there, but today’s grocery freezers feature a
diverse and increasing array of items geared
toward consumers driven by a quest for
quick, tasty meals that fit their lifestyles and interest in
health, nutrition, sustainability and authenticity.
As manufacturers expand product lines, and more food
companies and even startups get into the frozen food
business, many center store freezers are growing right
along with the number of offerings.
Another thing that’s growing: sales across some segments
of frozen foods, after a long stretch of flat or declining sales.
Julie Henderson, VP of communications for the

Harrisburg, Pa.-based National Frozen & Refrigerated
Foods Association (NFRA) cites Nielsen data showing
that total department sales for the past year ending in
mid-November reached $52 billion. “Dollar sales are up
0.3 percent and unit sales are down 0.4 percent over the
same period last year,” she notes.
Data from IRI, a Chicago-based market research firm,
show an upward trajectory for some subcategories of frozen
foods. According to IRI’s findings for the last 52 weeks
ending Dec. 25, 2016, sales of frozen side dishes, breakfast
foods and frozen dinners/entrées have each increased over
the previous year. Other categories posted slight declines,
including frozen appetizers, desserts, pies and pizza.
Some of the growth — and a lot of the buzz — is coming
from frozen foods that fit shoppers’ penchant for natural,
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While many
consumers have
historically
viewed frozen as
the opposite of
‘fresh,’ people
are beginning
to realize
that freezing
actually enables
a longer shelf
life with fewer
preservatives.”
—Alison Bodor,
American Frozen
Food Institute

organic, clean labels and foods
otherwise deemed healthier.
“It’s clear that the growth
segments in frozen are being
driven by organic, natural,
ethnic offerings and premium
ingredients, primarily in
pizza, breakfast sandwiches,
sauces and soups,” says Alison
Bodor, president and CEO of
the American Frozen Food
Institute (AFFI), in McLean,
Va. “These products appeal
to a diverse population, and
certainly to Millennials, who
are looking for healthful yet
adventurous options.”
Likewise, Henderson observes that retailers can
draw consumers to the frozen food aisle by carrying frozen foods that fall into such trending areas.
“The frozen department should take advantage
of trends that have staying power, like health and
wellness and natural/organic,” she asserts.
Many manufacturers, including both global
companies and niche producers, have tapped into
the demand for lifestyle-driven frozen products.
“We see continuing growth in consumers looking
for organic offerings,” says David Perkins, CEO at
Austin, Texas-based Beetnik Foods, adding that
the sector continues to widen. “Within that group
of shoppers, we have also continued to see a growing number of consumers looking for Paleo and
other diet-specific options that reflect an increasing
number of people with very specific restrictions
or preferences, all of which is reflected in a trend
toward simpler ingredient decks.”

Cool Generations
Frozen foods can complement another muchbuzzed-about topic in retail these days: Millennials
and Generation Z.
“Millennial and Generation Z consumers are
more thoughtful about the quality of ingredients in the foods they consume, but they are also
time-strapped, like the rest of society,” notes
Amy Lotker, owner and head
of sales and marketing for
Better for You Foods LLC, in
Delray Beach, Fla. “Quality
frozen foods can easily satisfy
the need for convenience, while
offering healthy and all-natural
products at the same time.”
That sentiment is echoed by
Suzanne Muller, senior director
of consumer insights at Chicagobased Conagra Brands. “We
are seeing Millennial consum-
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ers gravitate to frozen meal options with modern
health attributes and more sophisticated culinary
cues,” she observes. They also appear to be willing
to pay more for these options versus the classic
varieties in the space.”
Adds Kelly Swette, CEO of Sweet Earth Natural
Foods, in Landing, Calif.: “When you look at Millennials, they are at a peak career point in their lives,
but don’t have a lot of time. So you have to have the
right types of products they are looking for.”
According to AFFI’s Bodor, expanded frozen
food offerings — and ongoing efforts to educate
shoppers about the production and attributes of frozen foods — can resonate with younger audiences.
“While many consumers have historically
viewed frozen as the opposite of ‘fresh,’ people are
beginning to realize that freezing actually enables a
longer shelf life with fewer preservatives,” she notes.
“This message is strong with Millennials and other
shoppers seeking products with clean labels, and
our members are working with retailers to convey
this message to shoppers.”
Beyond products tied to balance, health and
wellness, and those that appeal to Millennials, the
frozen food marketplace includes more items made
with bolder or nontraditional ingredients.
“In addition to authenticity in their foods, consumers are looking for bolder international flavors,” confirms Brian Van Otterloo, senior
director of pizza marketing for Schwan
Food Co., in Marshall, Minn., citing a
Mintel International Food Trends report
revealing that 80 percent of Millennialled families eat spicy international foods
and that 89 percent of Hispanic families
want more spicy food options.
Schwan’s isn’t the only frozen food
maker stepping up to the plate in that
regard. “Both heat and spice have been
trends in the frozen Mexican foods category for quite some time. Today’s con-

sumer enjoys experimenting with a variety of flavors
and spices,” says Rachel Cullen, president and CEO
of Dinuba, Calif.-based Ruiz Foods, who points to
flavor profiles that have been added to the company’s
El Monterey brand product line.

Out of Aisle Experience
Meanwhile, manufacturers and retailers are working
together to bolster frozen foods by crossmerchandising or promoting such products with offerings throughout the store.
“The freezer aisle has a lot of opportunity
for expanding category management by
pairing frozen items with other foods
and beverages in the store catering to
consumer demands for quick and easy
meal solutions,” Henderson says.
Changes or additions to displays may
also lift frozen food sales and benefit
the store as a whole. “Consumers want
to have a deeper connection with their
foods, and we encourage retailers to
think about dynamic new retail layouts
featuring these exciting food options
as a method to drive people down the
frozen food aisle,” observes Bodor.
Retailers can help break down any
remaining misperceptions about frozen
foods by communicating to customers
the value and benefits of such items.
“Suppliers need to educate retailers about their process and food to
help them understand why they are
different and why it matters to that
retailer’s unique customers,” says Mark
Conachan, senior brand advisor for
the Parla line of frozen pasta, made by
Drake’s Fresh Pasta Co., in High Point,
N.C. “Retailers can then educate employees, which will not only help better
represent products, but make for a more
personal shopper experience.”

sharing messages about convenience, variety and
quality, and is providing supermarket dietitians
with additional educational resources.
Grocery retailers should take advantage of these
programs and their related marketing materials to
drive frozen aisle traffic and keep the momentum
going in a category that can easily be the foundation
of broader meal solutions for busy consumers.

Keeping
your perimeter
fresh…

Marketing Opportunities
During National Frozen Foods Month
in March, industry groups and manufacturers will roll out various educational and promotional efforts to draw
attention — and with it, dollar sales
— to supermarket freezers.
Focusing on the It’s Real Food … Just
Frozen promotion, NFRA will team with
sponsoring frozen food brands to introduce a new national program including
digital coupons, a media campaign, and
recipes for TV segments and blog posts.
AFFI, meanwhile, is encouraging shoppers to “rethink frozen” by

…one pouch at a time.
Shopping habits are changing as consumers look to
the grocery store perimeter for fresh food, snack or
meal ideas. Robbie pouches are designed
with the latest technology in ﬁ lms, proprietary
venting and zipper closures to answer the
consumer’s craving for freshness.

Call 1-800-4-Robbie or visit RobbieFlexibles.com.

Breakfast

Breaking Away
Entrées, natural products present opportunities for the frozen breakfast segment.
By Lynn Petrak

A

meal that traditionally kicks off the
day, breakfast still leads some dining
trends. The notion of an all-day breakfast, popularized by quick-service
restaurants like McDonald’s, has
resonated with many Americans.
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At the same time, frozen breakfast foods reflect
changing consumer preferences and tastes, from
interest in natural, organic and healthy morning
meals to the ongoing desire for dine-and-dash
meals and snacks.
Within the larger frozen food category,
breakfast foods represent some daylight. According to data from Schaumburg, Ill.-based Nielsen,
sales of frozen breakfast foods are continuing a
four-year positive trend. While gains aren’t as
sizable as they were in 2014, the segment has
seen growth in several product areas.
Chicago-based market research firm IRI
reports that sales of frozen breakfast foods
have reached nearly $3.1 billion in the last 52
weeks ending Dec. 25, 2016, a 1.27 percent
increase over the previous year.

Continued
focus on
nutrition and
on-the-go
features could
propel the
category to
future growth,
but brands may
well consider
promoting
frozen
breakfast as
an alternative
to restaurant
breakfasts,
particularly
as a weekend
option.”
—William Roberts Jr.,
Mintel

Within the overall category, bright spots include
breakfast entrées (up 2.8 percent) and hand-held
frozen breakfasts (up a slight 0.74 percent). Categories with diminished sales from December 2015
through December 2016 include frozen waffles
(down 1.8 percent) frozen muffins (down 11.2 percent) and frozen bagels (down 8.5 percent).
As with other frozen foods, things are looking
sunny side up in the better-for-you area of breakfast. Chicago-based SPINS, which provides retail
consumer insights, analytics reporting and consulting services for the natural, organic and specialty
products industry, reports that sales of frozen breakfast foods in natural, specialty and conventional
multioutlet retailers topped $3.18 billion in 2016, a
1.3 percent rise from 2015.
Within the better-for-you arena, several
product launches underscore interest in breakfast
foods that break the morning mold. Battle Creek,
Mich.-based Kellogg Co., for example, last year
unveiled a new line of Special K Crustless Quiches
with 10 to 11 grams of protein per serving, in
varieties including Uncured Ham, Cheese, Quinoa
and Peppers and Portabella, Quinoa, Parmesan,
Asiago and Kale. Kellogg has also added an Oats
& Berries variety, made with real berries and steelcut oats, to its stalwart line of Eggo waffles.
Other players in this segment include the El
Monterey brand, from Dinuba, Calif.-based Ruiz
Foods, which has added such breakfast items as
Simply Breakfast Egg, Turkey Sausage & Cheese
Burritos and Signature Breakfast Meat Lovers
Chimichangas. “Breakfast remains an exciting
frozen Mexican food subcategory,” says President
and CEO Rachel Cullen, adding that Simply
Breakfast Burritos have 11 grams of protein and

220 calories per serving.
Brands that are making their names on more
natural products have also made headway with
breakfast meal innovations.
Landing, Calif.-based Sweet Earth Natural
Foods, for example, has complemented its original
line of functional breakfast burritos with additional
items such as a line of frozen breakfast sandwiches
that includes Tuscan Sausage, Kale Pesto and
Smoked Gouda varieties.
“I think retailers are starting to realize that seven
doors of pancakes and waffles is overkill,” says Sweet
Earth CEO Kelly Swette. “Frozen breakfast needs a
transformation. Also, the idea of vegetables in breakfast foods is something that I really think will continue
to cross the country. It just makes sense.”
Another notable development in frozen breakfast
is the advent of bite-sized products that meet cravings
for morning meals as well as snacks. Newer examples
include Hot Pockets Breakfast Bites from Nestlé, and
Bagel Bites Breakfast from Kraft Heinz.
As they merchandise and feature frozen breakfast items, retailers can find other ways to position
these products as morning meal and all-day snacking solutions.
Mintel’s August 2016 breakfast category report
projected that sales of frozen breakfast will continue
to grow in the grocery channel, even amid competition from foodservice and other at-home options.
“Continued focus on nutrition and on-the-go
features could propel the category to future growth,
but brands may well consider promoting frozen
breakfast as an alternative to restaurant breakfasts,
particularly as a weekend option,” observes William Roberts Jr., senior food and drink analyst at
Chicago-based Mintel.

Appetizers/Snacks

Of Crave Concern

Snacks, appetizers reflect consumers’ changing habits.
By Lynn Petrak

A

lmost everyone — 94 percent of
us, anyway — snack at least once a
day. That’s according to data from
Chicago-based market researcher
Mintel, which also showed that half
of adults snack two to three times a day.
Meanwhile, the average number of snacks
consumed daily in the United States is 2.7, and 46
percent of consumers snack three times a day, according to an April 2016 report by Chicago-based IRI.
Under the increasingly broad umbrella of snack-
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ing, frozen snacks and appetizers are projected to
grow through 2020, according to a 2016 report
from Mintel on frozen snacks. “Emerging restaurant brands, as well as brands from other snack categories and, indeed, fresher foods, begin to leverage
their attributes in frozen cases,” observes William
Roberts Jr., senior food and drink analyst at Mintel.
“At the same time, consumers believe frozen snacks,
while suitable as a convenient indulgence, could be
healthier and less artificial.”
Frozen appetizers and snacks rang up nearly

$2 billion in sales in the year ending Dec. 25,
2016, according to Chicago-based IRI. That was
a slight dip, by 0.74 percent, from the previous
year, but within the category, sales of such brands
as Pagoda, Chungs and Hot Pockets increased.
As with the rest of the frozen food sector, sales
of natural, organic and specialty frozen snacks and
appetizers are also edging up. SPINS, a Chicagobased research firm that tracks the
natural, organic and specialty product
industry, reports that sales of frozen
appetizers and snacks in that arena
edged up 0.4 percent from 2015 to
2016, topping $4.56 billion.
Underscoring the collective
craving for snacks among American
consumers, several new frozen appetizers and snacks are filling today’s
grocery freezers. The iconic Velveeta
brand, from Pittsburgh-based Kraft
Heinz Co., recently introduced
Stuffed Grilled Cheese and Cheesy
Bites. Another iconic brand extension: a line of Doritos Loaded frozen
nacho snacks, launched last December by Plano, Texas-based Frito-Lay.

Consumers looking for cleaner
labels and natural ingredients can
also find more options in frozen
snacks and appetizers. Schwan Food
Co., in Marshall, Minn., revamped
its branded food portfolio to focus
on simplifying ingredient labels and
sourcing real ingredients. “As of
September 2016, Pagoda Potstickers
now contain 60 percent less sodium,
a bold new Lime Ponzu sauce, and
a reformulated dough optimized for
an authentic steamed experience
from the microwave,” notes Stacey
Fowler Meittunen, SVP of product
innovation and development, adding
that flavor is also key among today’s

consumers. The brand team will introduce two
additional Pagoda wonton flavors, Honey Sesame
Chicken and Korean BBQ Style Beef, this
month.
On the sweet side of snacking, new products
include Donut Holes in Cinnamon Sugar and
Chocolate with Vanilla Glaze varieties, both from
St. Simons Island, Ga.-based Farm Rich.

The World Standard
For Destratification
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Entrées

Entrée to Success
Frozen meals grow in size and scope.
By Lynn Petrak

R

ecent product rollouts underscore the
opportunities and challenges of developing frozen entrées at a time when
consumers have more choices than ever,
both within and beyond the store.
Case in point: Pittsburgh-based Kraft Heinz
Co. introduced its Devour line of frozen meals last
summer. Marketed as “craveable” meals designed
to upend consumers’ perception of frozen foods,
the line offers a dozen varieties, including White
Cheddar Mac & Cheese with Applewood Smoked
Bacon, and a Pulled Chicken Burrito Bowl.
“For years, there has been an unmet need in
the frozen meal category for food that’s not just
dependable, but also something you look forward to
eating,” says Brand Manager Molly White.
Other major food companies have introduced
or revamped products in recent months. Chicagobased Conagra Brands has added four meals
made with USDA-certified organic ingredients
to its Healthy Choice Simply Café Steamers line.
“One thing we heard from core Healthy Choice
eaters is a desire to consume
more organic foods,” notes
Alan Brooks, associate brand
manager.
Conagra has also reformulated the Bertolli line to
feature a simpler ingredient
list. “Growing consumer
interest in simplified ingredient statements is just
one manifestation of what
consumers are ultimately
looking for. Accordingly,
we are going beyond just
simplifying our ingredient
statements to ensure presentation of our simple,
premium ingredients is
optimal at every consumer touchpoint,” notes
Brand Manager David
Koehler, citing packaging
features such as transparent windows.
Meanwhile, the influence of specialty brands
is visible with a spate of
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newer entrées, including those that fall under the
natural or organic umbrella.
Better for You Foods LLC, based in Delray
Beach, Fla., has debuted a line of USDA-certified
Organic Ancient Grains Pizzas. “This is a prime example of a product line developed to bridge the gap
between the convenience of frozen pizza and the
desire for healthy, natural foods,” explains company
owner Amy Lotker.
At Austin, Texas-based Beeknik Foods, CEO
David Perkins says that recipes are carefully
balanced for authenticity and ease of preparation. “Along the way, we’ve been able to integrate
ingredients like cauliflower ‘rice’ into some prepared
meals, which is not just for those who are looking to
reduce carbs, but also for people wanting to try new
things,” he observes.
Other brands stress the authenticity of ingredients, such as High Point, N.C.-based Parla
Pasta, rebranded last year from Drake’s Homemade Pasta. “We use larger chunks of meats,
vegetables and herbs, and our products do not
include artificial or unnecessary additives,” notes
Mark Conahan, senior brand advisor. “Freezing
is our ‘natural’ preservative, you might say.”
Frozen proteins are also expanding. Michael
Angelo’s Gourmet Foods Inc., in Austin, Texas, has
recently added five frozen seafood entrées. “Studies
show that seafood meals were largely underrepresented in the freezer aisle and are being demanded by
Millennials and Gen Z,” explains President Cheryl
Renna, emphasizing the importance of collaboration
with retailers. “We launched the seafood meals with
an image on both sides of the box that could be

Convenience
continues to
be king for
shoppers, with
the caveat that
the food must
feel authentic
and be
on-trend.”
—David Gacom,
Grecian Delight Foods

merchandised vertically or horizontally to offer retailers more flexibility when resetting the category.”
Jacksonville Fla.-based Beaver Street Fisheries
is set to launch a Wild Caught American Shrimp
line. “Frozen seafood trends are on the rise, and
Millennials’ tastes and demands are driving much
of the innovation in the category,” says Marketing
Director Bluzette Carline.
Additionally, brands are touting innovative formats.
Conagra’s P.F. Chang’s brand, for example, introduced
a line of family-size skillets in January.
Grecian Delight Foods, in Elk Grove Village,
Ill., will soon offer new Opaa! Gyro Kits made with
no artificial preservatives, flavors or colors, available
in single-serve and multipacks of pita, beef/lamb
or chicken gyros, and Greek-yogurt-based tzatziki.
“Convenience continues to be king for shoppers, with
the caveat that the food must feel authentic and be
on-trend,” observes David Gacom, EVP of supply
chain, retail sales and marketing.
The Juneau-based Alaska Seafood Marketing
Institute is working to educate consumers about
frozen seafood by developing a series of Cook It
Frozen! tips. “The objective of the program is to
provide retailers and seafood buyers with an easy-

to-execute program that
will offer opportunities to grow seafood sales and
educate consumers about cooking Alaska seafood,” explains Linda Driscoll, retail marketing
manager, adding that frozen seafood is one of the
fastest-growing retail seafood categories.
Of the overall market, Chicago-based market
research firm IRI reports that sales of frozen dinners/entrées have reached more than $8.67 billion,
a 0.12 percent increase from December 2015 to
December 2016.

